


CHARACTERS
� Şahmeran
� Cemşab
� Sultan
� Vezir: The Sultan's assistant.



� The upper part of the
body is woman but the
lower part is like a snake.

� Şahmeran lives
underground with
snakes.

� Şahmeran is very rich.

� All the snakes obey her.



� One day, Cemşab and his 
friends find a pot of honey
in a shaft in the forest. 

� Cemşab goes down to the
shaft to get honey.   

� And he gives it  his friends.



� His friends get the
honey.

� But they leave Cemşab
there.

� Cemşab sees the light in 
the shaft, follows the 
light and he meets with 
Şahmeran.



� Şahmeran loves Cemşab
very much and says him he 
can live with there.

� Cemşab stays with
Şahmeran for a while.



� He has a good life but one day
Cemşab misses his family
and others.

� So, Cemşab says he wanted to
go.

� Şahmeran allows him to go.

� But  Şahmeran says him not 
to show your body  because
you saw me  so your body  will
scaly like a snake.



� Cemşab goes back to
home. 

� And he doesn’t tell 
anyone anything.

� One day the Sultan gets 
sick.

� The only solution is the
Şahmeran, wizards say  
that.



� Vezir follows people 
secretly. 

� Next comes Cemşab. 

� And Vezir sees his 
� scaly body.



� Vezir  tortures to
Cemşab.

� And Vezir emerges to 
force Cemşab to speak.



� Cemşab shows the place 
of the shaft.

� And, Vezir catches
Şahmeran.

� Şahmeran sees Cemşab
very upset.



� Before the death of the
Şahmeran.

� Şahmeran says: “Vezir 
gets drink my water. 
Sultan gets eat my
meat.”



� Cemşab does what
Şahmeran  says.

� Vezir   dies after drinking
the body  water.

� The Sultan heals after
eating the meat.



� Snakes are unaware that
the Şahmeran was dead.

� Snakes when they learned 
the truth, they are going 
to go raid the city.

� And they will take the 
revenge of Sahmeran.

� Itis said that Sahmeran
lived in Tarsus.


